
 

 
 

 

 

Unpacking “Risk”, and what effect does it have on your portfolio? 
 

 

With the recent correction in global markets across asset classes, and the re-emergence of volatility, it has 

led us to (re)define what exactly “risk” is, and what role it plays in multi-asset portfolios. The perception of high 

risk - high reward is archaic, and the direct relationship between the two does not necessarily hold. The same 

applies to perceived defensive/low risk assets, which does not mean low returns. We felt it prudent to identify 

some of the more noticeable risks that are currently being played out in markets and portfolios. 

 

Losing money – The possibility of permanent loss is the main form of risk that we identify within all market 

conditions. The strong performance of equity markets throughout 2017 has made many investors forget about 

this core tenant of investing, and furthermore it created an atmosphere of Fear of Missing Out. Market 

participants chase past winners, and therefore jump on the bandwagon of expensive investments for fear of 

missing out on over-performance of the expensive assets, and thus having relative underperformance in their 

portfolio’s. This leads into Concentration risk, when one is not correctly diversified as/when sectors & regions 

drop in value. The other side of this scenario is Over diversification. Managers abdicate responsibility and 

direct an equal weighting into assets and regions. It is important to get diversification right, and configure the 

best combination of assets. This can be achieved by increasing allocations toward assets classes and regions 

that have the best forward looking relative valuations. 

 

Lastly, we feel that the historical conditions of Correlation may not hold in the short-term, making portfolio’s 

less “protected” than one may expect and creating unpleasant surprises for the investor. The traditional 

relationship of negative correlation between equity and fixed income can be broken, whereby both assets 

classes move in the same direction (as is the case at the beginning of the year) for an extended period of 

time.  

 

If not treated correctly, these risk factors may have an adverse effect on one’s portfolio over the short term, 

and even in the long term if managers persist with the same strategy. The above is only some of the more 

relevant risks that we have identified. There are still several other risk factors that one should consider when 

creating and maintaining multi-asset portfolio’s. At Levantine & Co, we consistently analyse our asset class 

exposures, and monitor the above factors to make sure that we are building the most appropriate risk-adjusted 

portfolios that are delivering consistent value for our clients. 

 

For more information on the above, our services and other market commentary, please contact Levantine & 

Co at info@levantine-co.com to be added to our newsletter, or for a one on one meeting. 
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